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the total duration of the course is five weeks and you will be given a 3 week pre-course homework. you will be set the kuka simpro design challenge where you will be given a pre-defined robot model to design. the design will be validated and you will
be expected to give your best to the challenge. if you can not solve the challenge in that period, the course will stop and you will have to repeat the course to get a new kuka simpro design challenge. you will also be given a project that you will have to
complete by the end of the course. you will be provided with the possibility to work in teams to design your robot and the project will be completely solved in 5 weeks. you will also have a 3 week pre-course homework and a 3 week kuka simpro design
challenge. at the end of the course you will have designed your robot and submitted your robot design to the kuka simpro design challenge. you will also be given a project that you will have to complete by the end of the course. in this course you will
be given a simulation model for kuka simpro. the model will come with a hardware and a software environment. the software environment is developed using the ros framework. the example hardware will be the kuka s5. the example of the software
environment is ros. at the end of the course you will have completed the design of your robot, solved the kuka simpro design challenge and submitted your robot design to the kuka simpro design challenge. you will also have completed a project for

this course. this course will start in the middle of november and will end in the middle of february. you will be provided with a computer and the necessary software. you will also be given a kuka s5 robot and a kuka simpro designer software. there will
be a group work that will be conducted in teams of two people.
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kuka simpro is a virtual robot assistant. it is a software solution that enables users to model, test, and debug robot software or robotic systems before committing to production. kuka simpro not only supports robot simulation, but also provides new
features that enable a seamless transition from the simulation to production. the goal of kuka simpro is to deliver a complete and comprehensive, easy-to-use robot software development platform, and to remove a significant barrier that prevents

adoption of robotics in the manufacturing industry. robotics simulation is a lucrative and yet a challenging skill where imagination plays a paramount role. a simulation engineer must imagine the entire process of operations and build a virtual world
that imitates the actual scenario. the complexity of simulation further increases when the process demands higher efficiency. in this age of automation, as process automation experts, we have observed the importance of industrial robots in various

industries and the challenges such high supply vs. demand, cutting edge process for higher efficiency & superior accuracy have made engineers also turn towards industrial robots. robot simulation answers many questions that rise during this
transition from traditional process to robotics process. this course will be the genesis of virtual commissioning using kuka simpro the free evaluation version allows the full simulation and code generation without. additional features such as support for

sunriseos, external axes, g-code import etc. are only available to members of the association for robots in architecture.see www.robotsinarchitecture.org/kukaprc for an overview of the available features. 5ec8ef588b
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